1. After this man hit a last-second bank shot that seemingly gave his team a 3–2 lead in the NBA Finals, the crowd mobbed the court, a fan fought against referee Richie Powers, and opposing center Paul Westphal was assessed a technical foul for calling an illegal time-out, but the Suns managed to send the game into triple overtime anyway. In an earlier playoff series, this man was mobbed by fans who held him aloft and ripped off his jersey after he made a play immediately following his teammate throwing the ball off of a guy wire under the opponents’ basket. Johnny (*) Most yelled, “It’s all over!” after this man jumped in front of Chet Walker to make a play very similar to one made 22 years later under similar circumstances by Larry Bird. A pass by Hal Greer was intercepted by, for 10 points, what Celtics player who, in game seven of the 1965 Eastern Conference Finals, “stole the ball”? 
ANSWER: John **Havlicek** [or John Joseph **Havlicek**; or Hondo **Havlicek**; prompt on “Hondo”] <Hart>

2. This coiner of a koan-like namesake “law” concerning balanced reporting won a LearnedLeague one-day contest on the subject of Philip Roth with a perfect score in 2012, the same year that he and longtime friend Peter Gethers collaborated to write a musical revue based on the web series *Old Jews Telling Jokes*. Ken Burns’s PBS miniseries *Prohibition* drew heavily on this man’s book *Last Call*. He used a pun on the Okefenokee Swamp to name his first team in a game whose other founding players included *Esquire* editor Lee Eisenberg. The ESPN 30 for 30 film *Silly Little Game* chronicles how this man devised the stat (*) WHIP as part of a game that he named after the French restaurant where he proposed the idea to his friends in the New York publishing world. For 10 points, name this man who served as the first public editor of the *New York Times* and who invented rotisserie baseball.
ANSWER: Dan **Okrent** [or Daniel **Okrent**] <Hart>

3. This character is discovered in a house when he says, “I resent that,” to a remark that a room smells like “cheap cologne and fried chicken.” When a character says, “We eat here later. You eat here never,” this character responds, “Seems like you eat here often.” This character exhibits how he doesn’t even have to walk to his car by greeting a character as “my tubby judicial brother.” A medium putting a curse on a family leads to this character announcing plans to marry the family’s oldest daughter and (*) throwing his fiancée’s father out of the house. The actor who portrayed this character debunked the myth that a particular scene was shot only one time to save money, explaining that the scene was reused to save the actor from bruising whenever this character appeared in a specific shirt. For 10 points, name this character who was frequently physically tossed out of a mansion by Uncle Phil on *The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air*.
ANSWER: **Jazz** [or DJ **Jazzy** Jeff] <Gehring>
4. A scene in this film in which a man smuggles folders out a window before he is joined by a man still wearing his pajamas concludes with several men blocking each other in a driveway as they jostle for rank in a motorcade. After a man in this film toasts, “Long live John Wayne and John Ford!” another man returns home to his wife, who takes out a notebook and records the success of a joke about farmers and the failure of a joke about the navy. This film’s events are set in motion when a man who is laughing at a note stuffed into a recording of (*) Mozart’s Piano Concerto No. 23 suffers a cerebral hemorrhage, leading to a scene where several men try to avoid kneeling in a pool of urine. A character played by Simon Russell Beale is summarily executed for sexual assault and treason near the end of this film, whose central characters include the pianist Maria Yudina. Steve Buscemi plays Nikita Khrushchev in, for 10 points, what 2017 Armando Iannucci film about the passing of a Georgian Soviet?
ANSWER: The Death of Stalin <Hart>

5. This activity is necessary to obtain the San Fierro–exclusive collectibles demarcated by glowing pink icons in Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas. An Easter egg involving this activity can be accessed by refusing to engage in combat for three minutes after the members of the Beauty and the Beast Unit shed their suits in Metal Gear Solid 4. In a game subtitled Off the Record, a man in this profession replaces motocross rider Chuck Greene as the player character. Another member of this profession runs an orphanage in a (*) lighthouse on Hillys (HILL-iss) in a 2003 Michel Ancel game in which she has to rescue her porcine “uncle” Pey’j (“page”) from the alien DomZ (“dahmz”). Jade from Beyond Good and Evil shares this profession with a man who becomes trapped in the Willamette Parkview Mall in the game Dead Rising. Frank West, who has “covered wars, you know,” is a member of, for 10 points, what profession that is also the vocation of Todd in Pokémon Snap?
ANSWER: photography [accept equivalents like taking pictures or photojournalism or the like] <Carson>

6. The unearthing of a place of this kind, found in the “dune that never moves” near the city of Guadalupe, was spearheaded by Peter Brosnan, who told the story in a 2016 documentary about a “lost city.” The night before a group of people were supposed to go to Baja, Mexico, to work in one of the most expensive places of this type ever created, many of them were dosed with PCP from a laced bowl of lobster chowder. A place of this type was designed by the “father of art deco,” Paul Iribe, and included a 109-foot-tall (*) Great Gate. That place of this type, which was constructed and subsequently dynamited in the 1920s so that no rival could see it, contained a giant plaster statue of a sphinx that was recovered by archaeologists in 2017. Designers of these places include Rick Carter, Bo Welch, and Cedric Gibbons. For 10 points, name these places where productions like Titanic and The Ten Commandments were made.
ANSWER: film sets [or movie sets; accept answers indicating a set for a film or movie; prompt on “sets”] <Hart>
7. Images of this event are interspersed on a screen with images of a convenience store and an “experiment” while an orb with a woman’s face on it floats through a golden tube toward Earth. A lengthy sequence depicting this event immediately follows the bizarre aftermath of a shooting set to a performance of “She’s Gone Away” by a band announced as “The Nine Inch Nails.” In that same episode, this event is followed eleven years later by a sequence in which a frog with wings climbs into a girl’s mouth after a “Woodsman” puts a town to sleep by repeating, “This is the water and this is the well,” over the radio. The image of an ethereal woman vomiting (*) eggs is seen after a slow zoom on this event that is set to Krzysztof Penderecki’s Threnody to the Victims of Hiroshima. Part 8 of Twin Peaks: The Return has a lengthy segment depicting, for 10 points, what 1945 event that took place at the White Sands Missile Range in New Mexico and was the first test of the atomic bomb?
ANSWER: Trinity test [prompt on answers such as “nuclear test” or “nuclear explosion” or “atomic bomb test” before “atomic”] <Hart>

8. In a song titled for this type of person, the chorus describes how the singer “do it like Tony, fuck her friend then I pass it to the big homie”; that song also explains that the singer “got a sign on my dick” that says “[these people] only.” A different song titled for this type of person explains that “you cain’t mess with this cuz I’m” one of these people. In addition to titling those songs by Tyga and Rihanna, this type of person titles a song in which the singer says he’s “spendin’ loot on her,” “toot, toot on her,” and “put shoes on her”; in that French Montana song, Jeremih says that he’s “got a good thing goin’ with” one of these people. A chorus performed by Drake and (*) 2 Chainz explains that being in love with these people is “my fuckin’ problem” as part of a song by ASAP Rocky. For 10 points, name these people that Swae Lee claims “is the only thing that I like” in the Rae Sremmurd song “No Type.”
ANSWER: bad bitches [prompt on partial answer] <Gehring>

9. Twenty-two people, many of whom had attended this game the previous day, died in a 1963 fire at the Hotel Roosevelt. The team with the most victories in this game last won it in 2012, defeating a team temporarily led by Luke Fickell that would, the next year, be taken over by the winning team’s former coach Urban Meyer. Bobby Bowden’s final victory came in the 2010 edition of this game. Three rushing touchdowns by Keytaon Thompson and four interceptions of Lamar Jackson powered Mississippi State to a victory over Louisville in the most recent of these games. The most famous incident in this game took place after an Art Schlichter pass was intercepted by (*) Clemson nose guard Charlie Bauman, who, after being run out of bounds, was punched in the throat by a livid Woody Hayes. Since 2012, this bowl has been sponsored by and at least partially named for TaxSlayer.com. For 10 points, name this Jacksonville bowl game that has, in extremely on-the-nose fashion, been won seven times by the University of Florida.
ANSWER: TaxSlayer Gator Bowl [accept TaxSlayer.com Gator Bowl until “TaxSlayer”] <Carson>
10. The NHL 11 soundtrack contains a song titled for this specific kind of location in which Airbourne claims that “it’s a long way down from” this kind of place. Kevin Ayers’s album *whatevershebringswesinging* (“whatever she brings we sing”) contains a “song from” this kind of place, where “it’s dark and light at the very same time.” A song titled for this kind of location is, according to Wikipedia, “peculiarly, a radio hit based on a scene from Haruki Murakami’s novel *The (*) Wind-Up Bird Chronicle*,” specifically a scene in which Toru reminisces about Kumiko while in this kind of location at an abandoned house. That song, which was the biggest hit from the anagrammatically titled album *Haughty Melodic*, contains the refrain “lonely and the only way to beat it is to bat it down” after the singer references a location of this type. Mike Doughty’s biggest hit is titled “looking at the world from,” for 10 points, what kind of subterranean location?

**ANSWER:** bottom of a well [accept any answer indicating inside a well; accept “Looking at the World from the Bottom of a Well” or “Bottom of the Well” or “Song from the Bottom of a Well”; prompt on “wells”]  

11. The first character introduced in this film is John, whose father is drunkenly driving him back from lunch to strains of Beethoven’s *Moonlight Sonata*. This film’s lead, played by a first-time actor whose most notable subsequent role is probably the bully Filkins in *Drillbit Taylor*, subjects two characters in a walk-in freezer to a game of “eenie, meenie, miney, mo” at its end. The two central characters of this film confess that they have never been kissed and subsequently kiss in the shower before taking actions that are shown several times from multiple perspectives, the last of which begins in a library with another student taking a picture, followed shortly by the death of a girl named Michelle. This second film in its director’s (*) “Death Trilogy,” between *Gerry* and *Last Days*, won the 2003 Palme d’Or. For 10 points, name this Gus Van Sant film based on the Columbine shooting.

**ANSWER:** *Elephant*  

12. One resident of this town saved an alien trapped by a fallen tree and was given a bio-genetic ring, which allowed her to become the Insect Queen; that woman’s uncle was a science professor in this town who created a number of inventions that only sometimes helped another character. A one-time resident of this town who was upset by always finishing in second place created a fake version of it filled with androids who attacked a hero and treated that former resident, the villain Conduit, as a hero. A superhero went to high school in this town with Kenny Braverman and Pete Ross, the latter of whom eventually married and divorced fellow resident (*) Lana Lang. Tom Welling spent ten seasons in the lead role on a WB/CW show named for this town. For 10 points, name this town where a farm owned by the Kent family served as the landing spot for a spaceship carrying a Kryptonian baby named Kal-El, who became Superman.

**ANSWER:** *Smallville*
13. Paul DePodesta was criticized for trading Paul Lo Duca to the Marlins for Brad Penny and a slugger from this country who was later waived to make room in the lineup for James Loney. In 2003, a pitcher from this country was fined after improbably killing an osprey by throwing a baseball at it from a great distance. The first MLB player from this country was a pitcher who gave up Barry Bonds’s 71st and 72nd home runs while playing for his first team, the Dodgers. In game five of the 2015 ALDS, Jose Bautista’s epic bat flip followed a bizarre play in which the Rangers took the lead when (*) Russell Martin’s throw hit the hand of a player from this country. Tampa Bay Rays player Rob Refsnyder was adopted from this country, which is also the birthplace of a Pirates infielder who had visa troubles after getting lots of DUIs in this country. For 10 points, name this home country of Hee-seop Choi, Jung-ho Kang, Shin-soo Choo, and Chan Ho Park.

ANSWER: South Korea [or Republic of Korea] <Hart>

14. According to the creator of this show, an actress on this TV show was never allowed to rehearse or see a script and the words she was supposed to read were often inverted to cause her to make mistakes. Police in three cities responded to the calls of concerned citizens after this TV show aired a fake news bulletin stating, “Help! Help! I’m being held prisoner in the newsroom!” This TV show inspired the name of a model of the Pontiac GTO by referencing a Pigmeat Markham song in the recurring catchphrase “Here comes the (*) judge!” George Schlatter claimed that Paul Keyes was the reason this show’s second season was able to start off with a six-second appearance by presidential candidate Richard Nixon, who awkwardly asked, “Sock it to me?” For 10 points, identify this sketch comedy TV show that had a large joke wall and was hosted by Dan Rowan and Dick Martin.

ANSWER: Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In <Gehring>

15. As a college student, this man forced a director to resign after using a celebrity impersonator to dupe dozens of journalists into believing that the school would award Charles Lindbergh an honorary degree. The film Trumbo portrays the Oscar ceremony in which Trumbo, under the pseudonym Robert Rich, wins for “Best Story” over this nominee’s The Proud and the Beautiful; this man later had a falling out with John Huston over writing a film called Freud: The Secret Passion. This man served as the link between Jim Fitzpatrick and the Italian who had published Lolita, Giangiacomo Feltrinelli, resulting in Fitzpatrick making a stylized version of the famous Che Guevara picture. Mrs. Premise and Mrs. Conclusion visit this man’s pamphlet-strewn apartment in a Monty Python sketch containing a joke about his trilogy The (*) Roads to Freedom. For 10 points, name this French intellectual who refused the 1964 Nobel Prize and wrote that “hell is other people.”

ANSWER: Jean-Paul Sartre <Hart>
16. A character in this location ends up saying, “My belly button grows watermelons,” when trying to practice his Japanese with the opera singer Kumiko Mori. When a football is kicked into an elevator in this location, two characters learn that their new friend Sanjay is actually Prince Sanjay, heir to the throne of Ishkabar. This location hosts a competition for engineers that has a prize of a golden plunger, which a rival location’s Irv Wheldon cheats at to try to beat this location’s Arwin Hawkhauser. Ilsa Schicklgrubermeiger works for a rival location to this one that is located across the street in Boston. Carey Martin works as a (*) lounge singer at this location. Two characters who live on this location’s 23rd floor often antagonize Mr. Moseby. For 10 points, name this hotel with a penthouse that belongs to London, the daughter of its owner, and a suite lived in by Zack and Cody.

**ANSWER: Tipton Hotel** [or Gehring] <Gehring>

17. Controversy exists over whether this friend of the musicologist A. H. Fox Strangways aided a protégé in writing a song that, in 1961, was changed to avoid a supposedly unlucky cluster of syllables created by its opening repetition of a word meaning “salute.” This man’s first songs, which he attempted to pass off as much older compositions, were written out of his desire to become a “second Chatterton.” This man’s songs, many of which were set to music by his niece, include one whose first verse states that the skies and air put the singer’s heart in tune like a flute and describes rice paddies in autumn and the scent of a mango orchard in a “golden” land. Each of the five verses of another of his songs concludes with a refrain meaning (*) “victory, victory, victory to thee!” Over 2,200 songs known collectively as sangeet, including Jana Gana Mana, were written by, for 10 points, what man who penned the Bangladeshi and Indian national anthems and a book of Song Offerings?

**ANSWER: Rabindranath Tagore** [or Ravindranatha Thakura; accept Gurudev] <Hart>

18. A controversy erupted at this event in 2002 when a penalty on former winner Jean-Louis Schlesser for actions against the first Japanese winner, Kenjiro Shinozuka, allowed Jutta Kleinschmidt to become its first female winner. In 1986, this event was marred by the death in a helicopter crash of a singer known as Bala and this event’s founder, Thierry Sabine, whose father organized the next three iterations of this event. In 2008, an event in Romania and Hungary named after “Central Europe” replaced this event that, like the Tour de France, is organized by the Amaury Sport Organisation. The following year, this event began and ended in (*) Buenos Aires. Quads, motorbikes, trucks, and cars compete in, for 10 points, what cross-country rally that, despite being relocated to South America following security concerns in Mauritania, is still named for the capital of Senegal?

**ANSWER: Dakar Rally** [or The Dakar; or Paris-Dakar Rally] <Hart>
19. A Twitter account for this character includes him asking, “Can you get sick from eating the flesh of [a certain creature] if [it’s] been thawing in your refrigerator for two weeks?” This character’s alleged traits, such as being a “ratbag” and a “bastard,” are part of an internet site that is named “Say No to” this character. After riding a machine through a wash, this character says, “Finest bath I’ve had in twenty years!” This character calls another man “a crook,” “a cheat,” “a swindler,” and an “inhuman monster” after a younger relative is denied a prize. This character sings, “I never thought my life could be anything but (*) catastrophe,” in a song that follows him rising from a bed for the first time in years. This character discovers that burping will reverse the effect of Fizzy Lifting Drinks. For 10 points, name this character who was played by Jack Albertson in a 1971 film and who travels with Charlie Bucket to take a tour through the factory of Willy Wonka. 

ANSWER: Grandpa Joe [or Joseph Bucket; prompt on “Grandpa”; prompt on “Bucket”] <Gehring>

20. This was the biggest hit for a singer who was discovered while working as a maid for the songwriters and whose violent boyfriend had previously inspired those writers to pen the Crystals’ bizarre hit “He Hit Me (And It Felt like a Kiss).” This song was the second ever to reach number one on the Billboard charts for two different artists, after “Go Away Little Girl,” which was written by the same duo, and it reached the top five in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s for three different artists. This song, written by Gerry Goffin and (*) Carole King, was the first single released by Kylie Minogue. Instructions in this song’s lyrics include “jump up, jump back” and “you gotta swing your hips now.” For 10 points, what hit for the Grand Funk Railroad and Little Eva contains the line “come on baby” before a command to “do” the title train-inspired dance?

ANSWER: “The Loco-Motion” <Hart>
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Round 7: Bonuses

1. A 2014 documentary describes how this film was meant to be the mainstream turn for a South African filmmaker who rose to prominence directing the low-budget horror flicks *Hardware* and *Dust Devil*. For 10 points each:
   [10] Name this 1996 film that was supposed to be directed by Richard Stanley but that John Frankenheimer was brought in to direct after Stanley feuded with Val Kilmer, as documented in the 2014 film *Lost Soul*.
   ANSWER: *The Island of Doctor Moreau*
   [10] The other big star of *The Island of Doctor Moreau* was this aging actor, who played Dr. Moreau as a rotund eccentric who always wore tons of sunscreen.
   ANSWER: Marlon Brando [or Marlon Brando Jr.]
   [10] Brando insisted on creating a prominent role for Nelson de la Rosa, the world’s shortest man, whose dress in small versions of Brando’s ridiculous costumes was supposedly the inspiration for this tiny sidekick to Dr. Evil in the *Austin Powers* films.
   ANSWER: Mini-Me <Hart>

2. Answer the following about European leftist terrorism and popular music, for 10 points each.
   [10] Revolutionary Cells member Hans-Joachim Klein took his *nom de guerre* from this Rolling Stones song, whose title woman is told, “You can’t say we never tried,” and, “You can’t say we’re satisfied.”
   ANSWER: “Angie”
   [10] This band’s album *Slap!* contained the song “Ulrike,” which was titled for Red Army Faction leader Ulrike Meinhof. This committedly anarchist band wrote one of the most influential songs about getting knocked down and getting back up again, their 1997 hit, “Tubthumping.”
   ANSWER: Chumbawamba
   [10] The British Special Branch opened a file on this front man after he wore a T-shirt shouting out the Red Brigades and Red Army Faction on stage at the 1978 Rock against Racism concert organized by the Anti-Nazi League.
   ANSWER: Joe Strummer [or John Graham Mellor] <Hart>

3. Players of this game often seek out enemies called Movers and Magic Pots in the Northern Cave to farm AP and thus master their Materia. For 10 points each:
   [10] Name this JRPG. Such AP-farming players may take advantage of the triple growth offered by Cloud Strife’s Apocalypse sword.
   ANSWER: *Final Fantasy VII* (“seven”) [or *Fainaru Fantaji Sebun*]
   [10] The only other triple-AP-growth weapon in the game is this character’s Scimitar. The Venus Gospel is the ultimate weapon of this original owner of the *Tiny Bronco*.
   ANSWER: Cid Highwind [accept either underlined portion]
   [10] Immediately after obtaining the *Tiny Bronco*, ambitious AP farmers can head to the southern part of the map to fight enemies near this island town. Later in the game, the party finds that Cloud has surfaced in this town after falling into the Lifestream.
   ANSWER: Mideel <Carson>
4. This was the surname of a fan named John who sued the Royals after suffering a detached retina when its mascot, Sluggerrr, pelted him in the face with a hot dog while he was looking at the scoreboard. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify this surname of a one-time All-Star third baseman who was replaced by Corey Koskie on his most notable team, the Twins, after the 2000 season.
ANSWER: Coomer [accept John Coomer or Ron Coomer or Ronald Bryan Coomer]
[10] Ron Coomer left the Twins to join this NL Central team, for which he is now the color analyst on the radio broadcast. This team won the World Series in 2016 under manager Joe Maddon.
ANSWER: Chicago Cubs [prompt on “Chicago”]
[10] John Coomer’s failure to prevail in his suit against the Royals was mentioned as a cautionary tale to Kathy McVay, who in 2018 was pegged by an encased-meat projectile from a hot-dog gun fired by this mascot created in the 1970s to draw fans to Veterans Stadium.
ANSWER: Phillie Phanatic <Hart>

5. An ad that concludes with a girl played by Hannah Alligood asking this question features the song “Go” by Louis the Child. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify this three-word question that ends a commercial in which that girl chats with her friends and writes a report called “Bugs of the City.”
ANSWER: what’s a computer?
[10] Alligood plays Frankie Fox on this FX show that centers on a Pamela Adlon–portrayed divorcée raising her three daughters.
ANSWER: Better Things
[10] Better Things was cocreated by this comedian, whose namesake show was put on an “extended hiatus” after he admitted to sexual misbehavior.
ANSWER: Louis C.K. [or Louis A. Székely] <Hart>

6. In this film, the Offspring appear as a band playing a Halloween party whose lead singer is scalped, causing a panic. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 1999 horror comedy film in which Devon Sawa plays Anton Tobias, a teenager with a murderous, possessed body part.
ANSWER: Idle Hands
[10] After Idle Hands, Sawa appeared as Alex Browning in this franchise-spawning horror film in which Death inflicts gruesome fates on several teens who cheated him by not boarding a plane that later exploded.
ANSWER: Final Destination
[10] Idle Hands was an early credit for this actress, who played the love interest of Sawa’s character. This actress played Sydney Wells, a blind violinist who starts having terrible visions after receiving a cornea transplant, in the 2008 Hollywood remake of the 2003 Hong Kong horror film The Eye.
ANSWER: Jessica Alba [or Jessica Marie Alba] <Hart>
7. On the show in which he appears, this character is an actor who portrays a hero who battles the villains Dr. Hypnoto and The Rat. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this character who was depicted balancing everyday life in North Carolina with his starring role in a TV series called *Silverstone.*

ANSWER: **Jett Jackson** [accept either underlined portion; accept The Famous Jett Jackson]

[10] Jett Jackson was portrayed by Lee Thompson Young, who, before his 2013 death, played Detective Barry Frost on this TNT show starring Angie Harmon and Sasha Alexander as a detective and medical examiner, respectively. According to Wikipedia, it “has been described as having lesbian undertones.”

ANSWER: **Rizzoli & Isles**

[10] Young played FBI Special Agent Al Gough in this short-lived ABC series, which was based on a book by Canadian sci-fi writer Robert J. Sawyer and centers on a worldwide event in which people see visions of events that will occur six months in the future on April 29, 2010.

ANSWER: **FlashForward** <Hart>

8. This athlete wrote the memoir *In My Skin,* in which she describes dealing with the bullying that was caused by people’s reactions to her size and sexuality. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this first pick of the 2013 WNBA draft, a six-foot-eight center from Baylor who led the WNBA in blocks each of her first four years in the league.

ANSWER: Britney **Griner** [or Brittney Yevette Griner]

[10] In 2015, Griner appeared in this special edition of a sports magazine. Griner joked that the appearance would make it clear to people who thought she was a man that she “embrace[s] the flatness.”

ANSWER: The **Body Issue** [prompt on ESPN the Magazine]

[10] Griner married this other basketball star in 2015, but a series of issues before and after the marriage led Griner and this player for the Dallas Wings to divorce in 2016.

ANSWER: Glory **Johnson** <Gehring>

9. For this band’s second album, *Boces,* it took a radically democratic approach to composing, resulting in a set of extremely weird songs that got them booted from the stage at Lollapalooza for being too loud. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this indie rock band formed in Buffalo that came into commercial success with their 1998 album *Deserter’s Songs,* which contains their single “Goddess on the Hiway.” Its original lineup included Jonathan Donahue and a guitarist known by the mononym “Grasshopper.”

ANSWER: **Mercury Rev**

[10] In the United States, Mercury Rev’s follow-up to *Deserter’s Songs,* *All Is Dream,* shared this inauspicious commonality with Bob Dylan’s *Love and Theft* and Jay-Z’s *The Blueprint.*

ANSWER: released on **9/11** [accept any answer indicating that they albums all came out on **September 11, 2001**]

[10] One Mercury Rev member is a former member of this band, and another Mercury Rev member has coproduced most of this band’s albums, including *Yoshimi Battles the Pink Robots.*

ANSWER: The **Flaming Lips** <Hart>
10. In 2017, a mayor in this state signed a memorandum with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to allow high school football games to be played at night again for the first time in seven years. For 10 points each:

[10] What state had a county that banned nighttime games in an effort to protect Newell’s shearwaters?

ANSWER: **Hawaii**

[10] This stadium, which opened in 2016, has become the bird death trap many feared it would be, with some projections estimating 500 birds will be killed by it over three years. A joke Facebook event called for people to dress up as birds and run into the sides of this stadium two days before Super Bowl LII (“fifty-two”).

ANSWER: **U.S. Bank Stadium**

[10] This university’s Albertsons Stadium is known for its Smurf Turf, the blue color of which was rumored to cause birds to dive bomb into it to their death. This university fittingly hosts the Famous Idaho Potato Bowl.

ANSWER: **Boise State University** [or **BSU**] <Gehring>

11. In an episode titled for a “visit” from this man, his skills are put to the test when a mom leaves him with two children while she angrily drives away to confront three men who have gone to a baseball game. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this fictional child psychologist, the author of *Taming Your Toddler*, whose work is frequently cited by Didi on *Rugrats*.

ANSWER: Dr. **Werner P. Lipschitz** [accept either underlined portion]

[10] Didi is the matriarch of this family on *Rugrats*. Its other members include Stu, Tommy, Dill, and Emmet, a cousin who basically only says, “I’m hungry.”

ANSWER: **Pickles family**

[10] *Rugrats Go Wild*, which is a crossover film with *The Wild Thornberrys* that begins with the *Rugrats* families missing a “Lipschitz cruise,” has an extended scene in which this character, voiced by Bruce Willis, tries to tell Eliza Thornberry where his “babies” are.

ANSWER: **Spike** <Hart>

12. This man wrote a 1969 novel in which Runciter Associates employee Joe Chip seeks to acquire the title mysterious product, which prevents people existing in a state of “half-life” from deteriorating. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this author of *Ubik* (YOO-bik) and *The Man in the High Castle*, whose novella *Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?* was adapted into the film *Blade Runner*.

ANSWER: Philip K. **Dick** [or Philip Kindred **Dick**]

[10] A 1950s short story by Dick in which events are controlled by a secret organization applying “corrections” to reality was the basis for a 2011 thriller starring Matt Damon as a Brooklyn congressman who is “reset” by the namesake organization after meeting a woman played by Emily Blunt. Name either the story or the film.

ANSWER: *The Adjustment Bureau* [or “**Adjustment Team**”]

[10] A post–Second Civil War United States is the setting of this dystopian 1974 Dick novel about the singer and TV host Jason Taverner, whose title is a reference to an ayre by John Dowland.

ANSWER: **Flow My Tears, the Policeman Said** [do not accept or prompt on “Flow My Tears”] <Carson>
13. Answer the following about video games set on Mars, for 10 points each.
[10] While the original 1993 id Software FPS of this title is set largely on Phobos and Deimos, the 2016 reboot moves the invading demons from Hell to the surface of the planet itself.
ANSWER: **Doom**

[10] The villainous Ultor Corporation from the *Saints Row* games first appeared in this series of Volition games, whose Geo-Mod engine allowed for varying levels of terrain destruction. Its first and third games depict worker uprisings on Mars.
ANSWER: **Red Faction** [accept **Red Faction: Guerrilla**]

[10] A quest on Mars that gives Warlocks access to the Stormcaller subclass is part of this third major expansion to *Destiny*, the primary antagonist of which is Crotà’s father Òryx.
ANSWER: *Destiny: The Taken King* <Carson>

14. Before this challenge is decided on, a character is said to have “a common, likable tendency toward exaggeration,” prompting the reply that another character is “the champion hog-gutter of” a camp. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify this hour-long challenge that involves what one character says has “got to weigh a good six pounds.” When asked why such a large amount was picked for this challenge, its performer says, “It seemed a nice round number.”
ANSWER: eating **fifty** hard-boiled **eggs** in an hour [prompt on partial answer]

[10] The title character of this 1967 film consumes fifty eggs while part of a Florida chain gang. This film twice features characters using the phrase “failure to communicate.”
ANSWER: **Cool Hand Luke**

[10] Another scene in *Cool Hand Luke* shows the members of the chain gang watching a character played by Joy Harmon performing this activity. While watching the character perform this activity, Dragline calls her Lucille because “anything so innocent, and built like that, just gotta be named Lucille.”
ANSWER: **washing a car** <Gehring>

15. Answer the following about some ’80s music Eddies who weren’t in Iron Maiden, for 10 points each.
[10] The 1981 Brixton riots inspired lines like “down in the street there is violence” from this 1983 Eddy Grant hit, whose chorus claims “we gonna rock down to” the title place, “and then we’ll take it higher.”
ANSWER: “**Electric Avenue**”

[10] After some late ’70s success with “Baby Hold On” and “Two Tickets to Paradise,” Eddie Money hit the top 10 again in 1986 with this song. Its chorus advises, “Listen, honey, just like Ronnie said,” before the Ronettes’ Ronnie Spector delivers the line “be my little baby.”
ANSWER: “**Take Me Home Tonight**”

[10] This artist behind “Suspicions” and “Every Which Way but Loose” hit number one on the top 100, adult contemporary, and country charts simultaneously with his 1980 song “I Love a Rainy Night.”
ANSWER: Eddie **Rabbitt** [or Edward Thomas **Rabbitt**] <Carson>
16. This man rants to his real-life colleague Joanna Hoffman, played by Kate Winslet, after *Time* magazine reveals a dispute in which this man refused to acknowledge paternity of Chrisann Brennan’s daughter, Lisa. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this businessman who was played by Michael Fassbender in a 2015 film written by Aaron Sorkin.

ANSWER: Steve Jobs [or Steven Paul Jobs]

[10] The 2015 film *Steve Jobs* was written by Sorkin based on a biography of Jobs by this author, a former CEO of the Aspen Institute and managing editor of *Time* whose other slobbery tech profiles include the 2014 book *The Innovators*.

ANSWER: Walter Isaacson

[10] Jobs was the biological sibling of this American novelist, whose books include *Anywhere but Here* and *The Lost Father*.

ANSWER: Mona Simpson [or Mona Jandali] <Hart>

17. During the 2018 NHL All-Star Game, a split screen showed this coach and Erik Karlsson on either side of referee Wes McCauley as he waved off Karlsson’s goal with a dramatic offside call. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this coach who was hired in June 2018 as the new coach of the New York Islanders after resigning his previous post over a contract dispute.

ANSWER: Barry Trotz

[10] Trotz will not return to coach this team’s title defense despite leading them and their Russian star, Alex Ovechkin, to their first Stanley Cup in 2018.

ANSWER: Washington Capitals [accept either underlined portion]

[10] For most of 2013, Trotz was the second-longest-tenured coach in major North American pro sports, behind Gregg Popovich, after coaching this expansion franchise since its 1997 debut. In 2017, under Trotz’s replacement, Peter Laviolette, this franchise made its first Stanley Cup final.

ANSWER: Nashville Predators [accept either underlined portion] <Hart>

18. This actress’s first role was on a soap opera where her character eventually became a builder’s apprentice, and, as the *Daily Telegraph* wrote, “Let’s not forget the brief period she dated a recently bereaved Phil on some paddleboats.” For 10 points each:

[10] Name this actress who began her career playing the tomboyish Beth Brennan on the Australian soap opera *Neighbors*.

ANSWER: Natalie Imbruglia [or Natalie Jane Imbruglia]

[10] Imbruglia’s biggest acting role was as Interpol agent Lorna Campbell in this 2003 film, whose plot centers on the crypto-Jacobite Pascal Edward Sauvage’s attempts to supplant Queen Elizabeth II, in one instance by threatening to kill her corgis.

ANSWER: Johnny English

[10] *Johnny English* stars Imbruglia opposite this comic actor, who played Mr. Bean in various TV series and films.

ANSWER: Rowan Atkinson [or Rowan Sebastian Atkinson] <Hart>
19. This band was named for the year in the twentieth century that came immediately after its founder formed the Movement of the People and tried to stand for political office and three years after its founder’s self-declared Kalakuta Republic was stormed by government troops and burned to the ground. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this backing band that released the 2018 album *Black Times* under its current leader, a man named Seun (SAY-oon).
ANSWER: **Egypt 80**
[10] Seun is the son of this pioneering Afrobeats musician and founder of Egypt 80. More than a million people attended his funeral in Lagos when he died in 1997.
ANSWER: **Fela Kuti** [or Fela Anikulapo Kuti; accept any underlined portion]
[10] This man, Kuti’s first cousin, recounted Kuti’s death in his 2006 memoir *You Must Set Forth at Dawn*. He starred as President Kongi in a 1970 film adaptation of one of his literary works.
ANSWER: Wole **Soyinka** [or Akinwande Oluwole Babatunde Soyinka] <Hart>

20. This TV show’s second season ended with the title character lying down on some steps and calling 9-1-1 as he thinks he is suffering a heart attack. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this CBS drama starring Michael Weatherly as the head of TAC.
ANSWER: **Bull**
[10] TAC is a consulting firm that helps its clients figure out the best people for these groups, with Dr. Bull using his three PhDs in psychology to figure out how people will vote.
ANSWER: **jury** [or **juries**]
[10] This man, who is credited as one of the creators of *Bull*, was the inspiration for the title character. This man, who is no longer a licensed psychologist, nearly got in trouble for a visit he made to Britney Spears in a hospital in 2008.
ANSWER: **Dr. Phil** [or Phillip Calvin McGraw] <Gehring>